LUMINAIRES
... AND LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “WE CAN´T”

Over the years Lindner Group has developed itself into a sound, technically strong, solution-oriented as well as reliable partner. In everything we do, we always keep the environment in mind as “healthier construction” is self-evident for us. New concepts challenge us to become even better at implementing projects. According to the motto – There is no such thing as “We can’t” – we make the impossible possible for our customers.

STABILITY AND GROWTH

Since the founding by Hans Lindner in 1965, our headquarters is located in Lower Bavarian Arnstorf, where we have grown enormously during the last decades. With about 7,100 employees around the world, we are proud to be the largest employer in the district of Rottal-Inn. Every day we work on 2,500 projects which revolve for the most part around our core business, the construction industry. We are complemented by our foundation, the mk | hotels, the house breweries and more recently by a sustainable agriculture and forestry.
LUMINAIRE... AND LIGHTING SOLUTIONS.

The Lindner Group develops sophisticated Lighting Solutions for projects of all sizes with sound craftsmanship and architectural flair.

In the modern production facilities in Mettenbach and Arnstorf, high-quality luminaire ranges are designed and manufactured for all working environments: from freely configurable Light Channels, Integrated Luminaires for Metal Ceilings, Large-Surface Ceiling Elements, Project-Related Special Luminaires to Clean Room Lighting.

With minimal interfaces to the respective Ceiling System, the best possible project development and many years of experience, we are the ideal partner for fulfilling your lighting requirements.
A GLOBAL PLAYER... WITH OUR ROOTS IN ARNSTORF

Globally we have realised countless projects for our customers, meet challenges and grow with them. A worldwide network of reliable partners and established subsidiaries supports us doing our work. In the following pages, you’ll find an overview of our extensive range of Lighting Solutions.

Contact us at our headquarters in Arnstorf or visit www.Lindner-Group.com to find your local point of contact.

Lindner AG | Leuchtenfabrik
Bahnhofstrasse 29 | 94424 Arnstorf | Germany
+49 8702 67148-0 | info@Leuchtenfabrik.com
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LUMINAIRES AND LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
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BEST CONDITIONS.
INTEGRATED LUMINAIRES IN METAL CEILINGS

The Lighting and Ceiling Systems are perfectly integrated with our Luminaires in Metal Ceilings. We can offer lighting solutions that are perfectly adjusted to the room concept, the lighting requirement and the Ceiling System.

+ simple installation on site
+ no colour deviation to the Metal Ceiling Systems
+ suitable for general areas and offices
PERFECT COORDINATION.
Ceiling and Lights are two different trades, which are perfectly combined with our System Luminaires for Metal Ceilings. We can provide the suitable Lighting Solution for your system ceiling.

+ perfectly synchronised
+ project-related production
+ high technical and visual quality
FLEXIBLE AND RELIABLE.
LUMINAIRÉS FOR METAL FIREPROOF CEILINGS

Compliance with fire protection guidelines is very important in the modern construction industry and can save lives in the event of emergency. For this reason we can offer you a wide range of especially developed Flat Luminaires and Integrated Lighting Systems for Metal Fireproof Ceilings. Both sections, lighting and ceiling, go hand in hand, which enables you to work on your project without any problems.

+ fireproof F 30/F 90
+ no additional protective casing necessary
+ flat design
+ reduced interfaces between ceiling and lighting
REDISCOVERING CLASSICS.
LIGHT CHANNELS

Light Channels are a classic lighting element. Either as high-performance functional lighting or for the creation of architecturally sophisticated strip lighting, our luminaires can be easily adapted to your requirements.

+ project-related production
+ high-quality lighting technology
+ simple installation
TIMELESS LIGHTING SOLUTION.
SUSPENDED LUMINAIRES

If you are looking for a suspended light solution, we can provide the suitable lighting system. Either for functional, general lighting, high-quality decorative lighting or computer workstations with the highest glare control requirements, you’ll be sure to find what you are looking for here.

+ project-related production
+ flexible application
+ high-quality technology and design
STYLE AND FUNCTIONALITY.
SURFACE-MOUNTED LUMINAIRES FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS

We offer you a wide range of Surface-Mounted Luminaires for walls and ceilings. They are visually pleasing, high-quality products and ambient lights, which, thanks to their lighting performance, offer wonderfully functional lighting. They are made especially for the project and can therefore be designed exactly to your needs.

+ project-related production
+ technical and visual quality
+ individual use
FLEXIBILITY.

Procurement department, Lindner Group, Arnstorf, Germany
FLOOR LUMINAIRES

Our Floor Lighting is sure to impress with its modern lighting technology, visually-pleasing design and simple installation. By being able to place them where you want, you can make sure there is light, wherever it is needed.

+ modern lighting technology
+ flexible positioning
+ quick and easy set-up
FOR THE STRICTEST OF REQUIREMENTS.
HEALTHCARE/LABORATORY/HOSPITAL LUMINAIRES

Clean rooms are also extremely demanding in terms of the required light quality, lighting level and the seals of the lights against contaminants. Thanks to our years of experience in the lighting sector we have the right know-how to fulfil these requirements.

+ manufactured to the highest quality standards
+ many years of experience in healthcare lighting
+ perfect coordination with the ceiling system
INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS.
CUSTOM LUMINAIRES

Alongside our standard product range we also offer various, special custom-made products. From Industrial Lighting and Light Ceilings to Surface Lighting, there is no technical challenge we won’t try.

+ manufactured to customer needs
+ perfectly adapted to room sizes
+ high technical and architectural quality